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The Caribbean Carnival 
Yearning for Freedom 

 
M A X  F A R R A R  

Carnival then and now: Bakhtin 

RICHARD SCHECHNER AND MILLA RIGGIO HAVE THEORISED the Trinidad and Tobago 
(T&T) Carnival “after Bakhtin”. Schechner argues that the T&T Carnival, 
having been formed in a society utterly different from those that created 
carnival in medieval Europe, is not susceptible to Bakhtinian analysis. He 
then applies one of Bakhtin’s insights to his own argument: “Carnival is a 
celebration of freedom . . . a liberty that is tenuous, hard-won, and still felt as 
threatened”.1 In his useful discussion of playfulness in T&T Carnival, he 
argues that the unruly types of play, “especially when drunkenness and 
giddiness are let loose”, are “more the Bakhtinian mode of rebellion, the 
mockery of authority, a freedom from constraints”.2 Riggio similarly acknowl-
edges, in a Bakhtinian vein, that “carnival subverts through parody or as epi-
tomised by boldness of many kinds – devils, demons, furred or feathered 
Amerindian or African warriors – [and it] threatens dangerously”.3 Brian 
Alleyne is less reserved in his application of Bakhtin in stating that, in the 
early days of the Port of Spain T&T Carnival, “the black slaves inserted 
themselves into the turning-the-world-upside-down-for-a-day that was 
Carnival: they dressed in the cast-off clothing of their masters and whitened 
their faces.”4 I would suggest Schechner’s and Riggio’s important work is 
more ‘adding to Bakhtin’ than ‘after Bakhtin’. It is important to temper the 
literal reading of T&T Carnival as overturning the established order. As Peter 
Stallybrass and Allon White have emphasised, “there is no a priori revolutionary 
vector to carnival and transgression”.5 Bakhtin made a complementary point 
about the fear, humiliation and submission to which medieval people were 
subjected: “It would be a mistake to presume that popular distrust of 
seriousness and popular love of laughter, as of another truth, could always 
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reach full awareness, expressing a critical and clearly defined opposition”.6 
This holds true today. The Trinidadian writer Raymond Ramcharitar goes 
further, denouncing the T&T Carnival as a vehicle for ethnic nationalism, 
and arguing that its claim to be socially progressive or “resistant” is bogus. He 
singles out the rapso group 3Canal for “feed[ing] a black populism which 
transmutes too easily into racial animus”,7 and suggests that their simplistic 
lyrics make it easy for “foreign academics [to] write an elementary ‘resistance’ 
narrative”.8 Equally seriously, he argues that this supposedly radical group 
contributes to corrupting “the public understanding of history into a simplistic 
grassroots vs bourgeois binary (or black vs Indian) and it provides an easy 
alibi for the State cultural apparatus, which supports [T&T Carnival] and 
neglects the rest of the arts”.9 I stress, therefore, that Caribbean Carnival 
contains other lines of flight which are hardly discussed here (such as its 
promotion of regressive sex roles, inter-ethnic antagonism, capitalist com-
mercialism and non-transgressive excess). This article deliberately searches 
out the Caribbean Carnival’s trope of freedom. Rather than relying on 
Bakhtin’s interpretation of carnival as turning the world upside down, it 
follows his notion of carnival as offering the populace an opportunity for 
renewal and becoming through laughter, excessiveness and play. 

 As Michael Holquist has pointed out, Bakhtin employs Rabelais to 
discuss universals – laughter, festivity and bodily functions – and he always 
points to the ambiguity entailed therein.10 To suggest that the twentieth-
century Caribbean Carnival replicates the transformative features of the 
Middle Ages’ carnival is to misapply Bakhtin. Holquist shows that Bakhtin 
was always alert to the change in meanings attributed to laughter, festivity 
and bodies during the transition to modernity. For instance, referring to Ren-
aissance art, he notes that the grotesque, earthly body that gorges, is 
impregnated, defecates, dies – extolled in the medieval carnival – was unlike 
the bodies encountered in earlier carnivals, treated as “a strictly completed, 
finished product . . . isolated, alone, fenced off from other bodies”. In the 
Renaissance, key features of the carnivalesque body – its strangeness and its 
connection to the crowd – were being expunged. Similarly, he notes that the 
“laughter of all the people”, with its inherent ambivalence and utopianism, 
was cut down to “cold humour, irony, sarcasm” in the eighteenth century. 
Another change is that carnival-type activity lasted up to three months of 
each year in medieval Europe; it has been massively reduced in time and 
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almost completely regulated in the Caribbean version today.11 Modernity, 
Bakhtin understood, curtailed the freedom exerted in carnivals of the previous 
period. 

The Caribbean form of carnival started outside Europe in the nineteenth 
century and is thus as much a product of precolonial Africa and South Asia as 
it is of festivals in pre-capitalist society, but in thinking about the Caribbean 
Carnival in the twenty-first century we should not abandon Bakhtin. 
Regulation is not complete. The people’s laughter is still to be heard. New 
types of bodies are visible. Bacchanal lives on.  

The grotesque 

Bakhtin points out the difference between the readings made of Rabelais’s 
Gargantua and Pantagruel by his contemporaries and those made by subsequent 
generations. He thus makes the fundamental point that the interpretation of 
literature is context-specific. We read from a particular position, influenced 
by our class, gender, sexual preferences, national origins, ideology and by the 
climate of our times. All readings of carnival are situated and thus vary 
widely. It is important to note Bakhtin’s argument that, in subsequent 
readings, the “universalism [of Rabelais’ novels] is considerably watered 
down”, and their “ambivalence” is diminished or even lost.12 Carnival practice 
has been eroded, but its universalising aspirations are there to be uncovered, 
which is why it still has such a wide appeal. Bakhtin makes another point key 
to my interpretation of the Caribbean Carnival today: “The essence of the 
grotesque is precisely to present a contradictory and double-faced fullness of 
life.”13 Because the word ‘grotesque’ today means ‘ugly’ or ‘distorted’ we 
should note that it originates from the French and Italian words for “of a 
cave”. Holquist explains that ‘grotesque’ was coined in the fifteenth century 
when Roman vases found in grottos depicted “a gay, almost laughing, 
libertinage”, where nothing was stable and one form (plant, animal, human) 
flowed freely into another.14 So the Bakhtinian grotesque does not refer to 
something hideous, but to fluidity of form, contradiction, two-sidedness – all 
of which must be embraced if we are to attain the “fullness” of life. Bakhtin’s 
next sentences move us towards features of carnival evident to Rabelais that 
may be excavated from Caribbean Carnival today: 
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Negation and destruction (death of the old) are included as an essential phase, 
inseparable from affirmation, from the birth of something new and better. The very 
material bodily lower stratum of the grotesque image (food, wine, the genital force, 
the organs of the body) bears a deeply positive character. The principle is victorious, 
for the final result is always abundance, increase.15 

Laughter 

The quotes above are from Bakhtin’s first chapter, on laughter, the guiding 
principle of the Rabelaisian world. As Bakhtin notes, laughter, for Renaissance 
physicians, basing their ideas in Hippocrates, had “wondrous effects”:16 both 
the doctor and the patient must have a “gay and cheerful mood”17 if recovery 
was to take place. Laughter is a philosophy of life. Not only does the human’s 
capacity to laugh distinguish it from an animal (as Aristotle pointed out), for 
Democritus it is a “spiritual premise of the awakened man”.18 “The world is 
seen anew” in laughter, Bakhtin writes.19 Carnival’s calendar is connected to 
the Christian period of Easter, so it is useful to refer to the “Easter laughter” 
in the Middle Ages, when a priest was permitted to tell amusing stories and 
jokes from the pulpit. Bakhtin states: “Following the days of lenten sadness 
he could incite the congregation’s gay laughter as a joyous regeneration.”20 
Furthermore, “Laughter . . . overcomes fear [of the power of the priest or the 
Lord], for it knows no inhibitions, no limitations. Its idiom is never used by 
violence and authority.”21 The Caribbean Carnival simply moved laughter to 
the month before Lent, with the same purpose of undermining the rulers’ 
power. Since official society, guided by the Christian church, advocated 
asceticism and seriousness, and thus forbade laughter,22 the permitted eruption 
of laughter in the medieval carnival periods cannot be mapped straight on to 
contemporary Caribbean Carnival, but joyfulness in Carnival today does 
indeed have a healing and renewing character. Bakhtin argued that laughter 
in the carnivals in the period leading up to the Renaissance was not subjective 
or individual; instead it was “the social consciousness of the people”.23 What 
remains of this popular consciousness is best expressed today in the crowd’s 
raucous laughter at soca fêtes.24 

Bakhtin inserts his discussion of the feasts and fairs of the Middle Ages 
into his chapter on laughter: laughter and festival were inseparable. Local 
fairs entailed an “entire repertory of folk recreations, accompanied by 
unbridled gluttony and drunken orgies”25 that “acquired a symbolic utopian 
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meaning . . . the triumph of material abundance, growth and renewal”.26 
“Social and historical transformation . . . a reversal of the hierarchical levels”27 
took place at these fairs, where the jester became king and the clown became 
a bishop. Throughout, the bottom moves to the top, the high becomes low, 
and “[t]he element of relativity and becoming was emphasised”.28 In schools 
and universities, in the festive periods, students were “freed from the 
oppression of such gory categories of ‘eternal’, ‘immovable’, ‘absolute’, 
‘unchangeable’ and instead were exposed to the gay and free laughing aspect 
of the world, with its open and unfinished character, with the joy of change 
and renewal”.29 In nineteenth-century T&T Carnival the inversion of 
hierarchy was acted out; that type of masquerade has almost entirely 
disappeared from today’s version, which is one reason why the Bakhtinian 
“world turned inside out” interpretation of modern Caribbean Carnival may 
have lost favour. Nor does the eating and drinking that remains essential to 
contemporary Caribbean Carnival fully endorse Bakhtin’s analysis: its hedonism 
is rarely transgressive. I will later show, however, that his (in many ways more 
interesting) points about travesty, relativity, becoming, abundance and renewal 
are important ingredients in the feast that is Caribbean Carnival today.  

The body 

“The grotesque style”, Bakhtin argues, is characterised by “exaggeration, 
hyperbolism [and] excessiveness”.30 A page later “ambivalence” appears as a 
further basic feature of the grotesque.31 Bakhtin explains: “The grotesque 
body . . . is a body in the act of becoming. It is never finished . . . it is 
continually built, created, and builds and creates another body.”32 Since we 
have disconnected ‘grotesque’ from ‘ugly’, we can see that both the perpetual 
creation of kings and queens and the ever-changing costumes of the 
masqueraders in contemporary Caribbean Carnival carry this medieval idea 
of the body through to the twenty-first century. But Bakhtin adds something 
which the sanitised contemporary Caribbean Carnival has largely ejected. 
Essential to the grotesque image of the body outgrowing itself are “the bowels 
and the phallus . . . the mouth [and] the anus”.33  

It took a long time for sanitisation to be imposed on the following 
examples of the grotesque body in the T&T Carnival. Pissenlit, or ‘wet the 
bed’, freely translated as ‘the stinker’, was suppressed in the early 1900s. 
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Denounced in the Port of Spain Gazette in 1884 for their “obscenity of 
gesture and language”, men wearing transparent, decorated nightgowns, or 
naked except for blood-stained menstruation cloths, wined down the street, 
thrusting their pelvises at onlookers, sometimes holding a poui stick between 
their legs.34 “Much sexual horseplay and . . . obscene songs in patois” were 
part of the performance, and, although “very popular”, it “is often mentioned 
as being the most objectionable feature of Carnival in the long campaign for 
suppression”.35 ‘Jamette’ bands, taking their name from the French diamètre, 
the underworld, consisted of women in masks who were formerly prostitutes 
wearing beautiful dresses who, “at least in some epochs and then only in 
certain streets”, threw open their bodices and exposed their breasts. These 
bands included men in low-cut trousers and bright silk shirts displaying gold 
jewellery on their chests. They “danced and strutted through the streets, and 
talked to bystanders in low, sultry voices while they collected money”.36 
Daniel Crowley states that this band had also been suppressed, but he does 
not say when. They were the precursors of other flamboyant male bands who 
“played occasionally on Mondays” at the time Crowley was writing.37 Further 
references to sexual transgression in masquerades continuing well into the 
twentieth century were seen in the Baby Doll character. Errol Hill describes a 
masked woman dressed as a doll, in a frilly dress to her knees and in coloured 
stockings, who carried a doll, representing her illegitimate child. She would 
stop men and loudly accuse them of being the father of her child, using flam-
boyant gestures to attract the crowd’s attention.38 Baby Doll disappeared in 
the 1930s but she has been revived today in a less sexualised form.  

It is arguable that the overt sexuality of the jamette band and others has 
been extended in contemporary Caribbean Carnival. Decoding the sexual 
signs of the masses of scantily clad men and women in Port of Spain’s pretty 
mas is, like everything in Carnival, complex.39 The assertive sex talk and exag-
gerated lewdness aimed at the public witnessed in earlier masquerades seem 
to have almost disappeared. On the other hand, men’s and women’s bodies 
are displayed in ways that might signify a heightened interest in sexual 
activity among the revellers – gay, straight and non-binary – communicated 
more subtly, assisted perhaps via digital technology. Since huge bands like 
Tribe in Port of Spain recruit globally,40 people playing pretty mas nowadays 
are less likely to know each other than in previous decades, and this might 
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work for some to free up their sexual interests and for others to dampen 
them. Or these bodily displays might be read as pandering to male and 
female voyeurism, removing sex from actual bodily encounters altogether; if 
those who are putting their flesh on public display enjoy inciting the gaze, 
perhaps narcissism is at work here too, which may or may not be connected 
to the sex lives of the masqueraders. In this sense, T&T Carnival might be 
fulfilling a function similar to that of the huge scale of holiday partying and 
clubbing that predominantly white Europeans enjoy in resorts in Ibiza and 
elsewhere in the Mediterranean. Not deeply transgressive, I would suggest.  

But display of black women’s bodies in the T&T Carnival has been 
interpreted by Emily Zobel Marshall as an aspect of female empowerment. 
She cites the feminist activist Ayoung-Chee: “Coming out in the streets in 
the tens of thousands, owning your space, owning your freedom . . . what is 
that besides activism?”41 In this interpretation, sexuality as such in Carnival is 
less significant than the gender politics of Caribbean islands with powerful 
churches whose Puritan tendencies have not been superseded. In islands 
where fundamentalist Christianity remains strong, the scantily dressed body 
may be used as a transgressive weapon by women in their struggle for 
personal autonomy. (Presumably this argument would apply equally to gay 
men and non-binary people participating in the pretty mas bands in places 
where sexual conservatism is prevalent.)  

Caribbean Carnival is above all performative, and it cannot be fully 
understood through websites and print. My understanding of Caribbean 
Carnival began in the 1970s at Leeds West Indian Carnival, when there was 
very little Carnival scholarship.42 Much later, I read some of the scholarship 
on Carnival, but my understanding developed much further when I applied 
my ethnographic training in taking part in Carnival. At the very edge of 
T&T Carnival in 2017, I witnessed sexual displays that reminded me of what 
I had read of Carnival in Port of Spain in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries: sexual interest was being deliberately provoked and played out in 
physical encounters. As the sun rose in Independence Square after J’ouvert 
on Friday, 24 February I noticed a tall, slim black man in a brassiere, knickers 
and trainers. His long hair was tightly braided and he wore lipstick. He put 
his arm around a woman cleaning the streets who shook him off, but he had 
a friendly chat with another female street cleaner and another black man. As 
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he walked away I caught up with him and asked if I could take his photo. He 
readily agreed. I asked him if it was difficult dressing like that in Trinidad. 
Contradicting my Eurocentric assumptions, he said it was easy. As we spoke, 
some younger men stood nearby loudly denouncing me as a dirty white man. 
Neither of us was troubled by this. It was significant that their hostility was 
directed at me, not him. I was positioned by them as another white man with 
“dirty” desires and presumed to be seeking illicit sex. As he walked away, the 
young men wandered off with no further comment. His transgressive dress 
and makeup seemed to be under no censure at all. Perhaps s/he was unscathed 
because Carnival still possesses a liminal role, and it may be that the sexual 
harassment of gay, lesbian and non-binary people that so besmirches the rep-
utation of the Caribbean would be reenacted later. 

The following Tuesday evening, as the pretty mas bands dispersed near the 
entrance of St James I noticed a white man in one of the generic shorts-and-
armband costumes provided in exchange for a huge number of dollars by (I 
think) Tribe, who was taking a selfie with a black woman. She was holding a 
whip and seemed to be wearing nothing at all apart from rhinestone boots; 
she had smooth, thick black paint applied all over her body. I took a photo of 
this scene and turned away. A minute later she brushed past me and clicked 
her fingers in my crotch, just as a prostitute had once done in the French 
Quarter in New Orleans. Startled, I watched her striding away, looking at me 
over her shoulder. I noticed then that, under the shiny paint, she wore tiny, 
skin-tight jean shorts. She was not completely naked after all, but her self-
display, and her whip and boots, took her well out of the orbit of the pretty 
mas players. The smallest of stirs was being provoked here. No doubt I was 
being positioned as an old, white, male, voyeuristic tourist, but it was 
impossible to divine what her intention was. I take these incidents to be an 
indication that direct bodily sexual display, even when it is (perhaps) 
transgender, (perhaps) transvestite or (perhaps) sadistic may be integrated 
into the Carnival everyday, but both these bodies were exceptional and 
represent the carnivalesque urge to provoke. They provoke us to think, with 
Bakhtin, about the “double-faced” and “fullness” in contemporary life being 
facilitated by Carnival. 

With the scatalogical and deliberately lewd elements largely excised from 
public performance, and the Caribbean Carnival period now being a highly 
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commercialised part of national and city cultures, the antinomian threats 
that Carnival once represented have diminished, but not disappeared. Bakhtin’s 
claim43 that subversive and vulgar laughter and language live on in contemporary 
mockery and abuse, and in the proliferation of expressions for those parts of 
the body that modern ‘civilised’ people only talk about in private, if at all, is 
correct. This language is revelled in during Carnival, as is overtly sexual talk. 
Carnival’s lewd talk and gesture, its bodies displayed in modes that can shock 
even those who consume erotic and pornographic representation, those 
intrepid performers who revive the provocative masquerades like Jab Jab, 
Midnight Robber and Baby Doll – all these pick up Bakhtin’s concept of 
“travesty”. Freedom in today’s Caribbean Carnival is often individualised, in 
contrast to its brief universalisation in the carnivals of the Middle Ages, and 
the general loosening of earlier moral and sexual prohibitions means that it is 
much harder today for Caribbean Carnival masqueraders to turn the world 
upside down. But, at its margins, Caribbean Carnival allows travesty today, 
when conservative norms and values are mocked or set aside. 

Carnival and political critique 

I now shift the discussion of my theme of freedom towards contemporary 
political critique in Caribbean Carnival in the UK. We move from laughter 
and bodies to political values and public space. Masqueraders in London and 
Leeds over the past fifty years have asserted that, to quote Arthur France, the 
founder of Leeds West Indian Carnival, “Carnival is about emancipation”; 
for France, carnival both celebrates emancipation from slavery and is a 
conscious effort to educate black Britons in their African history, advocating 
continued struggle for progressive social change in the UK.44  

Freedom is a complicated legal, political, sociological and psychological 
concept that there is no space here to explain.45 Feudal power in the Middle 
Ages was less totalitarian than the power that operated on the slave plantation. 
Following the formal freeing of labour in 1834 and the introduction of 
capitalist relations of production, Trinidad’s Canboulay Riots in 1881 and 
1884 may be seen as the effort to move from the temporary autonomy 
offered by pre-Emancipation carnivals to a more permanent freedom, where 
class relations are altered. In 1871, the Port of Spain Echo drew attention to a 
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disorderly crew during the “week of revelry and dissipation, of licence and 
disorder [of the] various nationalities of this polyglot community”. People 
were startled from their sleep by “the barbarous Cane-bouler [cannes brûlées] 
of the lower orders, by which Sunday night was made so hideous [with its] 
brutish cries and shouts [and] horrid forms running to and fro about the 
town with flaming torches in their hands like so many demons”.46 The 
flaming torches symbolised the change in status of the free Africans, who, 
under slavery, were forced to harvest cane as soon as a fire broke out in the 
fields. They had created a masquerade separate from the whites’ carnival, 
replacing their fiddles with drums, their swords with poui sticks, and they 
introduced a militaristic Kalinda (stick) dance and fighting rituals, “frowned 
on by the ruling class”.47  

In 1881, Port of Spain police clashed with these “barbarous lower orders”; 
police in San Fernando and Princes Town also battled with these “demons” in 
1884. Three people were killed in Princes Town.48 Similar encounters had 
taken place in San Fernando and Port of Spain in 1871 and 1872. According 
to Errol Hill, in 1881 “the redoubtable Captain Baker of the police force [was 
matched] with some of the best stick fighters in the land”.49 Baker’s forces 
were restrained by the governor, but drumming was banned in 1883, 
stickfighting in 1884 and the inexorable process of controlling T&T Carnival’s 
dangerous pleasures went ahead. Nevertheless, Hill has argued, “Without 
question, Carnival had become a symbol of freedom for the broad mass of 
the population and not merely a season for frivolous enjoyment.”50 In 
violently confronting the police, the ‘lower orders’ made their case for a 
radical change in the class and racial dynamics of modern Trinidad. Specifically, 
they demanded the right to celebrate their freedom in the style they had 
created for themselves, quite different from the one created by the ‘higher 
orders’. This conflict has never been entirely erased.51 

The battle between the ‘lower orders’ and the police erupted with a 
vengeance in London’s Notting Hill Carnival in August 1976. Three hundred 
and twenty-five police were wounded and sixty people were arrested and 
charged. The Race Today Collective wrote that Carnival “has inevitably 
become not only a cultural festival, but an arena for the demonstration of the 
political forces that take this cultural opportunity to gather and make 
themselves felt”.52 The political significance of this ‘riot’ was also understood 
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by at least one part of the establishment press. London’s Financial Times com-
mented: “Those who steal or assault must be classed as criminals. But those 
who crowd round to prevent the police from arresting them, must surely be 
seen as expressing a social and political anger, however inarticulate.”53 Darcus 
Howe’s account of that day captured the mounting tension as unprecedented 
numbers of police had assembled in Notting Hill. Howe reported these 
remarks: “It boun’ to have trouble, they take too much rass clart liberty”, “Ah 
feel strong and a feel bad”. Howe commented: “The police have come 
expecting a confrontation.”54 The previous year, on 5 November 1975, black 
youth in Chapeltown, the home of Carnival in Leeds, similarly engaged in 
what I have characterised as “violent urban protest”, rather than riot, against 
the police.55 Shaft, one of those arrested in that conflagration, an apprentice 
precision engineer, summed up the plight of black youth in Britain at that 
time:  

I find the police involved in a lot of my life. Put it this way, living in Leeds feels as 
if you’re in jail. If you put one foot wrong, accidentally or whatever, it’s like your 
sentence. You fear to do anything . . . I try to be like a ghost [to the police]. Every 
time we play the sound [a sound system called Screaming Target] I expect them to 
be there.56  

As Michael La Rose has eloquently explained, if Carnival is a time to 
escape from the metaphorical jail, the never-ending struggle to keep the 
Notting Hill Carnival on the streets, in opposition to the repeated effort by 
the Metropolitan Police and the local council to pen it into a stadium, 
exposes the inherent political conflict within Carnival.57 Michael and Keith 
La Rose had developed their Peoples’ War Sound System into a Carnival 
band that performed in Notting Hill from 1983 until the early 1990s. 
Michael explained to Brian Alleyne that  

I didn’t want to make a band that was going to be about butterflies, or fantasy; I 
wanted to make a band that said something, and I think I’d known enough about 
Carnival at that point to understand the roots of Carnival being that kind of 
commentative mas situation . . . I just didn’t want to play pretty mas.58 

Watching this band on the road, Alleyne wrote: “For a short time it 
seemed almost that the last two centuries of colonialism were overturned: 
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Peoples’ War, with its vanguard of flag women, was conquering English 
territory.”59 He summed up its politics: “The Peoples’ War Carnival band 
sought to give public expression to ideas of anti-racism, anti-imperialism 
and, like its namesake sound system, to evoke a black Diaspora identity.”60  

In Leeds, this political thematic in Carnival was initially expressed in the 
‘Old Mas’ sketches staged by Arthur France and Lord Silkie (Artie Davis). 
These sketches picked up a central idea of carnival, from the Middle Ages to 
the present: satirical laughter. In 1981 France had me dress up as Prince 
Charles with Ruth Bundey (a local solicitor and, later, co-founder of a mas 
band) as Lady Diana in order to mock the royal wedding. White commoners 
dressing up as royals got a big laugh even from those who admired the 
monarchy. In 1988, France donned a skirt and falsies to perform Diane 

Abbott, celebrating the election 
of one of the first post-war black 
British members of parliament, 
while raising the traditional 
‘cross-dressing’ laugh, with its 
subversive gender-fluid under-
tones.  

Among many often surreal 
performances, Lord Silkie and 
his friends performed sketches 
mocking the immigration system 
and, in 2007 at the Calypso 
Monarch show, celebrated the 
bicentenary of the abolition of 
the trade in African enslaved 
persons by staging me, despite 
my protestations, as Lord Wil-
berforce. These sketches were 
deemed too simplistic and have 
disappeared from the King and 
Queen Show in Leeds but con-
tinue in the soca shows. Silkie 
still performs his songs at the 
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Founder of Leeds West Indian Carnival, Arthur 
France MBE, playing Ole Mas as Diane Abbott, one 
of the first black members of the UK Parliament, 
Primrose Hill High School, Leeds, August 1988 



Leeds Calypso Monarch contest, where Brenda “Soca B” Farara’s fierce and 
humorous put-down of the male would-be kings has won the show.61 
Humour is retained in the Leeds King and Queen Show by hiring professional 
comedians (most effectively, Eddie Nestor and Robbie Gee) and some 
political messages are embedded in the words read out to accompany the 
kings’ and queens’ performances in Leeds, particularly for the costumes made 
by France. But satire has been hived off into the soca gatherings, and these 
calypso performances are not always given the credit they are due. Michael La 
Rose’s Savannah View company runs regular calypso shows in London 
throughout the year, keeping the satirical and humorous trope alive.  

In Leeds, Carnival’s explicitly radical themes have been most clearly 
expressed by a troupe initiated in 1998 by Ruth Bundey and Athaliah 
Durant, now called Harrison Bundey Mama Dread Masqueraders (HBMDM). 
Durant, born in Aruba, had been a supporter of the Notting Hill Carnival 
before moving to Leeds in 1993. Bundey has been a solicitor servicing the 
Chapeltown area of Leeds for forty years or more. Her initial practice centred 
on defending black men criminalised by the Leeds police and judiciary, so 
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Political messages in the Leeds Carnival: The Palace Youth Project in Chapeltown, Leeds, made 
this Queen costume in 1984 to support the international campaign to free Nelson Mandela. FREE 
MANDELA was picked out in sequins over the faces on each wing of Nelson and of Winnie Man-
dela. The costume was performed by Brenda Norford in the marquee of Leeds West Indian Centre.
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HBMDM’s first troupe, Innocent Till Proved Guilty, featured Quaddie, a 
local Rastafarian, as a bewigged Judge Dread, inverting the ‘natural order’. 
Since then, a succession of political issues have been taken up by HBMDM. 
Unusually for Carnival, the troupe uses banners and placards, as well as 
costumes, to make its message comprehensible to onlookers. Ecological 
destruction was the topic in 2010, with “Shame on You BP” as the slogan 
used to highlight the oil spillage in the Gulf of Mexico. The banner on the 
back of the truck proclaims the message so often heard in T&T, brought to 
Leeds by a key HBMD masquerader, Simon Namsoo, who was born in 
Trinidad: “All Ah We Is One”. This aspirational slogan has been expressed in 
masquerades such as “All Ah We Matter” and “Love Ghetto Connection”.  

In 2017 HMBDM took up immigration, the issue made so contentious 
across Europe and the US by right-wing politicians. Under the banner “All 
Ah We Are Migrants”, it produced a Carnival king by the name of David 
Oluwale, a British Nigerian who, it is widely believed, was killed by two 
Leeds policemen in 1969, twenty years after he migrated to Leeds.62 Most of 
King David’s hundred or more masqueraders were dressed in hibiscus flower 
costumes, symbolising the creativity and joy that migrants bring to the UK. 
Others wore life jackets representing the peril that some migrants face as they 
cross the sea. Leaflets and postcards telling Oluwale’s story and reminding 
everyone of their migrant histories were handed to the crowd.  

In 2018, HBMDM responded to the scandal that emerged when the UK 
government’s hostile environment for immigrants came to its inhumane con-
clusion. Caribbeans who had lived in the UK all their lives were being 
deported because they could not provide the papers suddenly required by the 
government. Dressed in carnivalised versions of 1950s clothes and carrying 
suitcases, the “Windrush Bacchanal” masquerade offered its support to all 
Caribbean Brits. In 2019 the band’s topic was equally contentious: the UK’s 
nationalist-fuelled decision to leave the European Union. “Brexit Devils” 
were confronted by masqueraders proclaiming love and unity.63 Like Peoples’ 
War in London, HBMDM are Carnival rebels who actively promote the 
politics of social justice.  

 Contemporary Carnivals in the Caribbean style produce a huge variety of 
costumes and performances, mostly with no reference at all to political 
critique, but they all share something with the radical masqueraders: what 
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Bakhtin called “relativity and becoming”. People of all ages, classes, colours, 
shapes and sizes, arrayed in multifarious forms, process through the streets 
and parks, ostentatiously enjoying their diversity and their relative positions 
in society; they play together in the unfinished processes of becoming.  

Carnival as free play 

When Marcus Garvey said “emancipate yourselves from mental slavery” 
(popularised by Bob Marley in “Redemption Song” on the 1980 album 
Uprising), he made the point that the scars of unfreedom are borne 
psychologically. Becoming completely free, psychically, is an impossible 
dream, but Carnival can provide us with an important context that helps us 
to step in that direction. The paediatrician and psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott 
has championed play as fundamental to a child’s development of a fulfilled 
and happy self-identity. He uses the term ‘self-healing’ in relation to a child’s 
playful activity, but anyone of any age who has enjoyed playing mas will have 
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Political messages in the Leeds Carnival: At the Leeds West Indian Carnival 2019, the Harrison 
Bundey Mama Dread Masquerade was titled “Beat the Beasts”. Their truck was adorned by Ruth 
Bundey (holding placard) and Mary Bojangles, and bedecked with banners. 
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experienced this healing process. For small children, he explains, there is 
always something precarious as they attempt to bridge the gap between their 
inner world and the external world represented by the objects with which 
they are playing. Adults must also face the precariousness of their existence, 
and play is one way we can ground ourselves. Winnicott argues that “playing 
is an experience, always a creative experience . . . a basic form of living . . . 
essentially satisfying”.64 The deliberative creativity in Caribbean Carnival is 
now mainly confined to those who design and make costumes, and, particularly 
in the massive spectacle of pretty mas in Port of Spain, revellers absolve 
themselves of this creative pleasure by buying their costumes off the shelf, but 
it is arguable that when they are dancing on the road in their commercial 
costumes they are beginning to immerse themselves in the free abandon of 
play.65 Winnicott goes so far as to argue that “[i]n playing, and perhaps only 
in playing, the child or adult is free to be creative”.66 Further, “creative, 
physical and mental activity manifested in play” under relaxed conditions in 
which trust is generated, form “the basis for a sense of self ”.67 In these cir-
cumstances “the individual can come together as a unit, not as a defence 
against anxiety, but as an expression of I AM, I am alive, I am myself. From 
this position, everything is creative.”68 Here we return to the Bakhtinian 
notions of relativity, becoming, abundance and renewal. While everyone 
benefits from playing on their own, carnival play is by definition social and 
interactive, and it provides an opportunity for the self to develop in relation 
to others. At its best, in open and multicultural mas camps, Caribbean 
Carnival today brings others into play whose selves have been formed under 
very different conditions from their own; the relativity of self and culture is 
exposed and learning takes place. Since effective learning requires a relaxed 
and trusting context, today’s more regulated Carnivals might actually enhance 
that process of becoming by making revellers feel safe. To fully ‘become’ we 
need to feel secure. While many of those who travel long distances to the 
world’s biggest Carnival are probably quite well off, the mass of local people 
who immerse themselves in Carnival are often from low-income households, 
and Caribbean Carnival offers an abundance that, in essence, might not be 
too dissimilar from that offered in the Middle Ages. The food and drink stalls 
in Leeds and London do a roaring trade; in Leeds the open-air Carnival arena 
is surrounded by small traders and a fairground which provides another treat 
for the smaller children, and the sheer excess of costume, movement, music, 
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consumables and conviviality offers everyone a glimpse of what a plentiful 
life might look like.  

Caribbean Carnival thus speaks to, and represents, the urge to fulfil what 
Sigmund Freud called the ‘pleasure principle’, one of the defining features of 
human life. We yearn for pleasure just as we yearn for freedom and we 
understand that the two are intertwined. The ‘reality principle’ was also 
postulated by Freud: the principle that underlies the suppression of our urge 
for unrestrained pleasure and unrestricted freedom. It maps onto the demand 
for security referred to above. There is a productive strain of uncertainty and 
ambiguity just below the surface in every Carnival. Regulation takes place 
not just in the psyche; as we have seen, Carnival has always been under one 
form of regulation or another. The perpetual creative energy in Caribbean 
Carnival, always creating new costumes, offering revellers the opportunity to 
perform a new persona, speaks to Bakhtin’s point about carnival as re-birth: 
the body in carnival “is never finished . . . it is continually built, created, and 
builds and creates another body”. This self-creativity is less pronounced 
among those who buy ready-made costumes, but highly applicable to those 
(and there are many) who labour in mas camps developing their imaginations, 
their skills and their laughter. All these forces are in perpetual tension, 
increasingly so as economic and political insecurity rises. Just as in pre-
modern times, Caribbean Carnival today offers its masqueraders a period  
of renewal, when a more free way of living is briefly encountered. A  
utopian longing for a truly free Carnival underlies the marvellous, massive 
masquerade. 
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